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Given a permutation group G on a finite set 0 and a field F, it is often of 
considerable interest to know the structure of the permutation module FLI 
(that is, the vector space over F with basis Q, considered as an FG-module). 
Much attention has been given to the case where G is 2-transitive on R-for 
instance, Mortimer 121 analyses the permutation modules in any charac- 
teristic for all the known 2-transitive groups. The object of this paper is to 
study the permutation modules of certain permutation groups of rank 3, 
namely the projective special unitary groups PSU(n, q2) (n > 4) acting on 
the set of totally isotropic l-dimensional subspaces -of the underlying n- 
dimensional vector space over GF(q’). 
In the first section we produce a general construction for submodules of 
the permutation module of a rank 3 group. In the second we consider the 
permutation module FL2 for the rank 3 group PSU(n, q2) (n > 4), where ~2 is 
the set of totally isotropic l-spaces and F is a field either of characteristic p 
with pkq or of characteristic zero. We show that certain submodules of F.f2 
are irreducible, a result which is sufficient to determine the complete lattice 
of submodules of Ff2 except when the characteristic p divides q + 1. 
The notation used is standard, as in 121. In particular if G is a 
permutation group on ~2 and A c Q then GCA,, GCd, respectively denote the 
pointwise and setwise stabilisers of A in G. Also if G fixes Y setwise then Gy 
denotes the action of G on Y. 
1. PERMUTATION MODULES FOR RANK 3 GROUPS 
Let G be a permutation group of even order acting transitively with rank 3 
on a finite set a. For a E fi let {a), A(a) and @(a) be the orbits of G, on R. 
Denote by r the undirected strongly regular graph on J2 associated with G, 
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in which /3 is joined to y if and only if y E d(p). Define parameters a, 6. r, s 
of r by a=iA(a)l, b=l@(a)J, r=lA(a)nd(j?)I (for PEA(a)). and 
s = IA(a) nd(y)( (for y E @(a)). 
Let F be a field and F.C2 the associated permutation module. For A G f2 
write sd for CSEd 6 and let S(Ff2) and T(FQ) be the FG-submodules of Ff2 
defined by 
S(F.Q)= x a,ola,EF,~aw=O[, 
I 
T(Ff2) = {cs,lc E F}. 
llJ~c2 
We usually abbreviate these by S, T. The module S/S n T is the heart of G 
over F. There is a natural nonsingular inner product ] , ] on FR defined by 
L 
1 a,<, x b,q = F7 a,b,. 
IER ?lER J ZR 
For WsFQlet IV’-={vEFQ/[v,w]=OforallwE W).ForanycEFput 
V c.a = ca + sACa, @ER) 
and define an FG-submodule UC of FL2 by 
where ( ) denotes F-span. Let U; = (v~,~ - v,,~I a, /II E Q), an FG-submodule 
of codimension 0 or 1 in UC. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. We have S G UC unless c is a root of the quadratic 
equation 
xZ+(r-s)x+s-a=0 (*I 
over F. Moreover if c and d are roots of this equation in F then 
cJ;c u; and U;s iJ,$. 
Proof: Suppose that S $2 UC. Now 
= (a - s) a + (r + c - s) sA(,) + ss, . 
Hence UC + T contains (a - s) a + (I + c - s) sA(,) and ca + SAG. SO if 
det 
a-s r+c-s 
1 
#O 
C 
(in F) 
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then UC + T contains a and consequently UC + T = FQ, forcing S E UC, 
which is a contradiction. Thus a - s - C(T + c - s) = 0, so that c is a root of 
the equation (*) as required. 
If c, d are roots of (*) in F then 
cd + a if a=P 
[ca + sAta), dP + sAt4,1 = c + d + r if PEA(a) 
s if p E @(a). 
But c + d = s - r and cd = s - a, so (u,,, , u~,~] = s for all a, 8. The result 
follows. I 
If c, d are roots of (*) in F we refer to the submodules Vi, Ui as the graph 
submodules of Fl2. Note that a, c, d are the eigenvalues of the adjacency 
matrix of r. 
2. UNITARY GROUPS 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n > 4 over GF(q*) (q a prime 
power) and denote by x+X the involutory automorphism of GF(q*). Let 
( , ) be a nonsingular Hermitian form on V, so that for u, u, w  E V and a, 
b E GF(q*), 
(au + bv, w) = a(u, w) + b(u, w) and (u, 0) = G-q. 
Let G = PSU(n, q’) be the associated projective special unitary group. If R 
is the set of totally isotropic (t.i.) l-spaces in V (that is, the set of l-spaces 
(u) with (u, u) = 0), then G acts transitively with rank 3 on Q. In considering 
permutation modules FJ2 it is convenient to deal separately with the cases n 
even and n odd. 
Case 1. n euen 
We deal with this case in three steps. 
Step 1. Preliminaries. Write n = 2 m (so m > 2). There is a unitary 
basis {e ,,..., e,,f, ,..., f,} for V with (e,, ej) = (A,&) = 0, (ej,fi) = 6,. Put 
a = (e,) E B and let V, = (e 2 ,..., e,, fi ,..., f,). Then G, has orbits {a}, d(a) 
and @(a) on i2, where d(a)=((u)El2l(e,,u)#O)=((a,e,+f,+ 
~~~2(aiei+bi~))(a,+6,+~~(a,~~+~ibi)=O} and @(a)={(u>Efl\ 
{a} 1 (e,, u) = 0) = {(ae, + w) ) a E GF(q*), (w) a t.i. l-space in V,}. We 
have IA(a)1 = qJm-‘, I@(a)1 = q*(q*“-* - l)(q2m-3 + l)/(q* - 1) and (al= 
(q*m - l)(qZrn-’ + l)/(qZ - 1). 
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Let p = (f,) Ed(o). Then d(a) n @(/I) = ((r!) E Ql(e,. ~1) # 0. 
(f,, tl) = 0) = {(f, + w)I (w) a t.i. l-space in V, }. Hence id(a) f7 Q(p)1 is the 
number of nonzero t.i. vectors in V,, which is (q”‘-’ - l)(q’“-’ + 1). It 
follows that the strongly regular graph r associated with the rank 3 group G 
has parameters a = p-3, b = q2(q2m-2 - l)(q?“-” + l)/(q? - 1). 
r = q4m-3 _ q4m-5 _ q2m-2 + q?J7-3, and s = q4m-3 - qJm-r (in the notation 
of Section 1). Hence if F is any field and FR the associated permutation 
module then the quadratic equation (*) of Proposition 1.1 is 
x2 _ (q2m-2 _ q2m-3)x _ $m-5 = 0, 
which has roots q2m-2 and -q2m-3. Thus the graph submodules of FL? are 
U& and U’,,,-,. 
Step 2. Some subgroups of G,. Denote by r the canonical 
homomorphism from SU(n, q2) onto G. Recall that a = (e,), /I = (f,). For 
ai, xi E GF(q’) (2 < i < m, 1 (j < m) satisfying 
x, + 2, = -f &Xi + ti&) 
i=2 
(1) 
write a = (a2 ,..., a,), x = (x, ,..., x,) and define M,.. to be the element of 
SU(n, q2) which sends 
e, +e,, ei + e, + aie, (i = 2,..., m), 
f,+S,+$Xjej--~~kfk, and f;:+&-fie, (i=2 ,..., m). 
I 2 
Let K = {MJui, x, E GF(q2) satisfy (I)}, and identify K with its image Kr 
in G,. Then K is a subgroup of order q4m-3. Clearly K, = 1, so K acts 
regularly on d(a). For each t.i. l-space (u) in V, define 
Bl,., = {be, + u)lx E GF(q’) t and 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following hold: 
B (9 @(a> = UcUIEY, (% and 9 = (I?,,,,1 (0) a t.i. l-space in V, 1 is u 
block system for Gz’“’ with G, z PGU(2m - 2, q2); 
(ii) GF$,, z PGL(2, q2) ifm > 3 and G$;;,l z PSL(2, q2) ifm = 2; 
(iii) K9= 1 and K’(u) is elementary ubelian and acts regularly on 
B (0’ - 
Proof: Let H = G,<-’ < SU(n, q2) and let h E H. Put g = h< E G,. 
Now H preserves {v E V( (e,, u) = 0) = (e, ,..., e,, f2 ,..., f,), so if v is a 
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nonzero t.i. vector in V, then e,h = ae, and vh = be, + U’ for some 
a, b E GF(q*) with a # 0 and some nonzero t.i. vector t” E V,. Hence 
(xe,+u)h=(ax+b)e,+u’ (any x E GF(q’)) CT) 
and so B(,,g = B(,,,,. It follows that .D is a block system for GE’“’ and that 
Gz E PGU(2m - 2, q2). Also g E GatBC,.), if and only if (v) = (v’), so from 
(t) we see that G$s(L,l, < AGL( 1, qz). A small calculation shows that G:;,;I([,,, 
is AGL( 1, qz) if m 2 3 and has index 2 in AGL( 1, q’) if q is odd and m = 2. 
There exists ~7 E G interchanging a and (0); clearly y E G,,(,,,, . Part (ii) now 
follows without difficulty. Part (iii) is an easy check. g 
Let L = K n GotBt,Zj), so that L consists of the matrices M, ~ with a, = 0. 
For c E GF(q2) define MC to be the element M,, with a = (c, O,..., 0) and 
x = 0, and let K, be the elementary abelian subgroup { M,lc E GF(q’)} of K. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The following hold: 
6) L Des Bcez, P ointwise and is transitive on all blocks B(,., with 
(0) + (e2); 
4mmm5(ii) IL1 = 9 lrnp5 and L has q2 orbits A,,..., A+ on A(a), all of size 
9 ; 
(iii) K = LK, and K, acts regularlJf on {A, ,..., A+). 
Proof. An easy exercise for the reader. 1 
Step 3. Permutation modules. Let F be a field either of characteristic p 
with pkq or of characteristic zero. For reasons which will become obvious, it 
is convenient to postpone consideration of the case m = 2,p = 2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that either m > 3 or p is odd. Let U be an FG- 
submodule of FQ with U & T. Then U contains a graph submodule 17; 
(c E (q2m-2, -q2”-3)). 
Proof. Assume that the result is false. By Proposition 1.1 then, U 
contains no element of the form ca + So (any c E F). For A E R define the 
natural projection R~ : FR + FA by (r,En a,~) 7~~ = rbed a,& By 
Proposition 2.1 (ii) and [ 21, the heart of GF$, over F is simple unless m = 2 
and p = 2, a case excluded by hypothesis. Hence by Lemma 2 of [2], LJz~~,~) 
is one of 0, (s~,~,>, WC,,,,) and FCtc2,. The first two possibilities cannot 
hold by Lemma 1 of [2]; hence, writing 0, = (e,), ti2 = (e, + e,), there exists 
u E U such that 
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By Proposition 2.2 then, if ~1, = CIEr ul we have 
where x8, x(,) E F. Putting v2 = C keK ~1, k and using Proposition 2.1 (iii), we 
have 
v2 = xsA(,) + qJm - 3 2 x(L,) h(,,) 
where x = JJ x6. Hence if v3 = q4m-3 II, - v, then 
vj= c y,J+q 8m-8(h -d*)* 
SEA(U) 
Clearly v,, vz, vj E U and all are nonzero since the characteristic of F does 
not divide q. Also 
s 
kk 
V,k =YSA,a, E u 
where y = 2 y,. This forces y = 0 by our assumption at the beginning of the 
proof. Put v, = q-‘2m+‘3 C IsL. v,l. Then by Proposition 2.2 again, 
“4=:yisAi+(1-(2 
I 
where Cy’yi = 0 (recall that the di are the orbits of L on d(a)). We take A, 
to be the L-orbit containing (f,), so that 
By Proposition 2.2 we have {A ,,..., A,,) = {A,M,la E GF(q*)}. 
Define g E G by g = h<, where h is the element of SU(n, q’) given by 
and 
e,+e2,e2+e,,ei-+ei 0233) 
fi -f*J* -f, 4 -J;: (i > 3). 
We examine the effect of elements Ma g on v4. We have 
A,g= /(f2+faiei+cbifr 
I 3 
E 0 (’ = @(a) n A((e,)). 
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Choose any LI E GF(q*)\(O, -1) and put Aj = A, M;l (=A, M-J. Then 
hM,g = be, + e,>g = h + ae2> = 0; E 4,) (since a # 0) 
and 
#2Mag=((1+a)el+e,)g=(e,+(1+a)e,)=&EB,z, (sincea#-1). 
Also 
AjM,g=A,g= @(a)fTA((e,)). 
By Proposition 2.2, for any i # j there exists b with b # -a such that 
Ai=A,Mb, SO 
AiMag=A,M,+bg= ) ((-5-b)f, +f,+faiei+fbih) EO[ &A(a). 
I 3 
For (v) E @(a) write V((V)) = @(a)n A((v)). Then we have 
~5 = u4Ma g = C YiSA$f,g + YjSv((e,)) + dl - 45. 
i+j 
Since Ci+j yi = -yj this forces 
kTK 
v5 k = -qJme5 YjSd(a) + q4”-3 YjSy((e2))* 
Consequently if yj f 0 then U contains 
But then U contains 
” (-SA(a) + &,((,),) = (-q*(q**-* - 1)(q2m-3 + ‘)/(q* - l))sA,,, 
+4 
4m-3 
s4m’ 
contradicting our initial assumption that U does not contain a graph 
submodule. 
Thus yj = 0. It follows that y, = 0 for all k E ( I,..., q*} except possibly for 
k such that Ak=A,M;’ with aE{O,-1). Hence if we put 
A2=A,MI:=A,M, then y,=O for all k>3. Also y,=-y,. NOW 
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l’, =y,s,, -J~,s~~ + 4, - & and U does not contain 4, - & since S @ U. 
Consequently y, # 0 and U contains 
where r=-y;‘#O. 
Now recall that Uf = (v,,~ - u,,~ 11: 6 E 0) where vcqY= c)’ + sAtY, (c E F). 
It is easy to see that u,,@, - ve.82 = ~(4, - &) + sAz - sA ,, so 
Vb = vt,,2 - V,,@,. 
Hence U contains all v~,~-- v,,& with y not joined to 6 in r, but then U 
contains v,,, - v, B and u,,@, - v,,~ (recall that p = (f,)), so U contains 
V 
t;ei 
- u, 4. Since h ‘is joined to /3 this forces U:& U. If t 6!! (qzmm2, -q*“-‘I 
S k U: by Proposition 1.1 and if t E (q2m-2,-q2m-3} then U; is a graph 
submodule. Consequently U contains a graph submodule, contradicting our 
initial assumption. 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 1 
Thecasem=2,p=2 
In this case q is odd since pkq, and U; is the unique graph submodule. Let 
U be an FG-submodule of FL! with U & T and Ui g U. The analysis on 
pp. 13 and 14 of 121 shows that U contains an element u such that urrct,?) is 
either $(q + l)(ar + 0,) + sr, or i(q - l)(a + 4,) + sr,, where #i = (e2) and 
Z-, = ((xe, + e*)(x nonzero square in GF(q*)). Suppose that the former 
holds. Then 
01 = v Ul= +(q + l)(a + 41) + C XiSA, + Sr, + C X(,)S*,I,,* 
/z 1 
If v2 = v, - CkEK v, k then 
V*=~.Y,SA,++(q+ 1)(s~(,2)+#1)+sr, 
1 
where Cyi = 0. For a E GF(q2) write w, = v,M, g (g as above). If a is 
nonsquare and Aj = A ,M-, then 
W, = 1 YiSAiM,g +yjts@Ca, + ‘B 
WZ) ) 
i+j 
+ i(4 + 1 )(SB(e2) + a + 41 + W’e, + e,>) + Sr,,+f,g 
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and so 
‘j- w,k=yjs, 
kL;I 
(a) +yj(s@(=) + sB(,zl ) + f(q + l)ta + sB,,,,)’ 
Hence if q = 1 (mod 4) then yj = 1 and if q = 3 (mod 4) then yj = 0 (by our 
assumption that Vi @ 17). Similarly, if a is a nonzero square and 
Aj = A,M-, then yj = 0 if q z 1 (mod 4) and yj = 1 if q = 3 (mod 4). Also 
y, = 0. Thus, writing l-i = ((xe, + e,)lx nonsquare), rl, = (x E GF(q’)lx 
nonzero square} and A, = {x E GF(q’) Ix nonsquare), we have 
z: sA I, + sr if 1’0 I q = 3mod 4) as.\, 
v* = 
cs A ,.M, + sr; if q z l(mod 4). 
lIEA” 
Let MI, = JJaon, sA ,M, + sr,, us, = xaE,,, sA ,,V,.1, + sr,,. Similar arguments show 
that if unctcZ, = ( i q - 1 )(a + 4,) + sr, then Q is either w, or w, . Define 
W,= (w,glgE 3 Wn=(w,glgEW 
Denote by M,, M, the P&5(2, q*)-submodules of FC,,2, containing sr,, sr,, 
respectively. A fairly long but straightforward calculation shows that 
ws %(,*) =MS 1 wn %(,2) = Mrll 
so that W, c U; and W, c Ori. Also U;/T = (WJT) 0 (WJT) and W,, W,, 
are conjugate under the action of PGU(4, q*). 
We have proved 
THEORM 2.4. Suppose that m = 2 and p = 2. Let U be a submodule of 
FQ with U @ T. Then either 
(i) U contains the unique graph submodule U;, or 
(ii) U is one of the submodules W, and W,, defined above. 
Case 2. n odd 
Write n = 2m + 1 (m > 2). There is a unitary basis (e, ,..., e,, f, ,..., f,, d) 
for V with 
(ei, ej) = (fi ,A) = (d, ei) = (d,f;:) = 0, (ei,&) = 6ij, (d, d) = 1. 
Putting a = (e,) again, G, has orbits (a), A(a) and @(a) on Q, where 
)I 
a, +a1 +x2+$ (ai6-i+hibi)=0; 
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@(a) = ((ae, + w)l (Iv) a t.i. l-space in V,}, 
where V, = (e Z ,..., e,, fi ,..., f,, d). The strongly regular graph associated 
with G has parameters u = q4”-‘, b = q2(q2m-’ + 1)(q2”-2 - 1)/(q2 - l), 
rzq4m--1 - 4 4m-3 + q2m-1 - qZm-* ad s = q4m-L - q4m-3. Thus the graph 
submodules of Ff2 (F any field) are U&,-1 and U&,-,. 
Denote by < the canonical homomorphism from SU(n, q2) onto G. For 
ai, xj, z E GF(q’) (2 < i < m, 1 <j < m) satisfying 
x, + x, + zz= -f &Xi + t&q) 
i=2 
(11) 
write a = (a2 ,..., a,), x = (x ,,..., x,) and define M,,, to be the element of 
SU(n, q’) which sends 
e,+e,,f?,+ei+Uie, (i = 2,..., m), 
f,-f,+~x,e,-~d,f,+zd, fi+fi-z;e, (i = 2,..., m), 
1 2 
d+d-Ye,. 
Let K = WL la,, xi, I E GF(q*) satisfy (II)}, and identify K with its image 
Kc in G,. Then K acts regularly on d(a). For each t.i. l-space (u) in V, 
define BcL’) = ((xe, + 0)1x E GF(q2)). Again 9 = (B,,,I all t-i. (v) in V,) is 
a block system for GE’“’ with G: z PGU(2m - 1, q*), G$‘;I,, z PGL(2, q*), 
KS = 1 and KBtu) acts regularly on B(,,. As before, put L = K n GatBC,*,) 
and K, = {M,lc E GF(q*)} w ere M, is as in Case 1, fixing d. Then h 
K = LK, and K, acts regularly on the set (d I ,..., Aq2} of L-orbits in A(u). 
Arguing exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we obtain 
THEOREM 2.5. Let F be a field either of characteristic p with ptq or of 
characteristic zero. If U is an FG-submodule of FC? with U & T then U 
contains a graph submodule Vi (c E (q2m-2, -q2m-‘}). 
We summarize the results 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be the group PSU(n, q2) (n > 4) acting on the set 
Q of totally isotropic l-spaces, and let F be afield either of characteristic p 
with p%q or of characteristic zero. Let U be an FG-submodule of FQ with 
U & T. Then either 
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(i) U contains a graph submodule, or 
(ii) n = 4, p = 2 and U is one of the submodules W,, W,, defined 
above. 
3. SUBMODULE LATTICES 
As before let G be the group PSU(n, q2) (n > 4) acting on the set 0 of t.i. 
l-spaces and let F be a field of characteristic p with p1/q or p = 0. In this 
section we use the results of Section 2 to determine the full lattice of 
submodules of FL? when p%q + 1. We assume that n is even and put n = 2m; 
the case where n is odd is entirely similar. As usual we write S, T instead of 
S(FzQ), T(Fl2). 
First of all note that 
[vq2m-2,,, v -q’m-3,b] = q4m-5(q2 - 1) 
for all a,p E R. Hence U,,,-, 5 Ui,,,,-, if and only ifplq* - 1. Also 
Vq 2m-Z,a - v-q2m-l,, = q *m-yq + 1) a 
so that when p%q + 1 we have 
U+rn-z -I- Kqzm-3 = Ffl and U;ZmmZ + Ulqm-3 = s. 
Consequently if Uq,,-zn Kq2,,-, = 0 then either U&I = Uqzm-~ or 
U,qzm-3 = U-q2m-3. It follows that if p$q* - 1 then U,+,n Kqzm-3= T, 
U;,,.., = Ui,,,-, and Ulq2m-3 = U&-z. 
We now consider various possibilities for p: 
FIGURE 1 
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(1) p = 0 or pl;(q’” - l)(q*‘+’ + 1). Then by Theorem 2.3, U&,,, mZ and 
U&?-3 are irreducible (neither contains T since T $k S), and since 
U&, = U-i+-, we have 
where (U-,,,~,)* is the module dual to Upqlrnmj. Hence the full lattice of 
submodules of Ff2 has the shape shown in Fig. 1. 
(2) P%c? - 1, PWrn - 1. Then TE U&m-2= UAq2,,-, and T& UL+,,-,. 
Using Theorem 2.3 we see that the lattice of submodules of Fl2 has the shape 
shown in Fig. 2. 
(3) P%9* - 1, Plq2m-1 + 1. By similar arguments, the lattice of 
submodules has the same shape as that in Fig. 2. 
(4) p)q - l,p%q + 1. Then Uqz,mz = U,, UpqZmm3 = K, and U-, E Uf. 
We have U,+U-,=F.Q, Ui+Ul,=S. If U,nU-,=T then dim 
U,+dimU_,=n+ 1, so that dimUf=dimU-,-l<dimK,, 
contradicting the fact that Up, c Uf. Hence U, n U- , = 0, U- , = U: and 
U’, = u-1. It also follows that U; = (K 1 + T)‘. 
It is now easy to see, using Theorem 2.3 again, that the lattice of 
submodules of FQ is shaped as in (1) if p,/lQ 1, and as in (2) if p 1 IQ I. 
The only remaining possibility is that plq + 1; here U,,,,_, = U_,,,,-, = U, 
and U,sU:. I have not been able to determine the full lattice of 
submodules in this case. 
Remark. Since the stabiliser G, is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G, 
the characters afforded by the graph submodules in characteristic zero are 
FIGURE 2 
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irreducible characters of parabolic type, in the sense of [ I]. From the table 
on p. 111 of [ 1 ] and the results of this paper we see that, provided the 
characteristic of F does not divide q or q + 1, the dimensions of the graph 
submodules of FS2 are 
q*(q*m - l)(q*m-3 + 1)/b + wJ* - 1) and 
q3(4 *lf-* - w12m-’ + l)/(q + WI* - l), if n=2m, 
qyq*m - 1)(q2”-’ + l)/(q + w?* - 1) and 
q2(4 *If-* - w?2m+’ + l)l(q + w7* - 117 if n=2m+l. 
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